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Link's awakening dx

About the original 1993 video game of this article published by nintendo, the 1993 action-adventure video game. See The Legend of Zelda: Link's Awakening (2019 video game) for a re-release. The Legend of Zelda:Link's AwakeningEuropean Game Boy box artDeveloper(s)Nintendo EADPublisher(s)NintendoDirector(s)Takashi
TezukaProducer(s)Shigeru MiyamotoDesigner(s)Yasuhisa YamamuraProgrammer(s) Takamitsu Kuzuhara Kazuaki Morita Artist(s)Yoichi kotabeMasanao Arimoto Shigefumi HinoWriter(s) Yoshiaki Koizumi Kensuke Tanabe Composer(s) Kazumi Totaka Minako Hamano Kozue Ishikawa SeriesThe Legend of ZeldaPlatform(s)Game
BoyGame BoyReleaseGame BoyJP: June 6, 1993[2]NA : August 1993[1]EU: 18 November, or December 1993[3][4][5]Game Boy ColorJP : 12 December 1998[7]NA: 15 December 1998[8]EU: January 1, 1999[6]Action-adventureMode(s)The Legend of Zelda: Link's Awakening[a] is a 1993 action-adventure game developed and released
by Nintendo for Game Boy. It is the fourth installment in the Legend of Zelda series and the first installment for the hand game console. Link's Awakening is one of the few Zelda games not to take part in hyrule land and is not a Princess Zelda or Triforce residue feature. Instead, its protagonist Link Koholint Island begins the game,
stranded in a god-protected place like a whale called a windfish. Assuming the role of Link, the player fights monsters and solves puzzles while searching for eight musical instruments that allow him to wake up sleeping Wind Fish and escape from the island. The development began as an effort to move The Legend of Zelda: A Link to the
Game Boy, a Super Nintendo Entertainment System game developed by Nintendo staff after hours. With the story and script created by Yoshiaki Koizumi and Kensuke Tanabe, takashi became an original project under Tezuka. The vast majority of the Link to the Past team reunited for Link's Awakening and Tezuka wanted the gaming
world to feel like a television series called Twin Peaks. After a year and a half of development, Link's Awakening was released in Japan in June 1993 and then worldwide later in the year. Link's Awakening was critically and commercially successful. Critics praised the depth and number of features of the game; complaints focused on
control scheme and monochrome graphics. An updated re-release, The Legend of Zelda: Link's Awakening DX,[b] released a version in 1998 that included colorful graphics for Game Boy Color, compatibility with Game Boy Printer, and a custom color-based dungeon. Together, the two versions of the game have sold more than six million
units worldwide, and the best video games of all time have been on multiple game streams' lists. The Nintendo Switch's high-resolution re-c was developed by Grezzo and released worldwide in 2019. Game hero, Link, battles one In a castle. At the bottom of the screen displays rupees, equipped items and the health of the character
(represented by hearts). [9] The right half of the picture shows the graphics of the original game, and the left half shows the color graphics of the DX version. Like most games in The Legend of Zelda series, Link's Awakening is an action-adventure game focused on exploration and war. [10] Much of the game takes place from an overhead
perspective. [11] The actor wanders the earthly world of Koholint Island while fighting monsters and exploring underground dungeons. Dungeons become bigger and more difficult, and while the player is getting into different forms in each dungeon and getting harder to beat each time, the Nightmare boss characters that the player must
beat stand out. [9] Success earns the player heart containers, which increase the amount of damage the player character may survive; When all the player's heart containers are emptied, the game restarts at the last door the character enters. Defeating a Nightmare also earns the player one of the eight tools necessary to complete the
game. [9] Link's Awakening was the first Zelda game with an overhead perspective for Link to skip; this enables side scroll sequences similar to the previous Zelda II: The Adventure of Link. [11] Players can expand their abilities with items discovered in dungeons and through character interactions. Some items provide access to
previously inaccessible areas and are required to enter and complete dungeons. The player can steal items from the game's store, but in doing so changes the name of the player's character to THIEF for the rest of the game, and after re-entering the shop, he makes the shop owner knock out the character for what. [11] In addition to the
main quest, Link's Awakening includes side quests and diversions. Collected hidden shells are hidden throughout the game; When twenty of them are found, the player can receive a powerful sword that ignies the Energy Beams if the player is fully healthy, similar to the sword in the original The Legend of Zelda. Link's Awakening is the
first Zelda game to include a trade series minigame: the player can give a specific item, a character, which in turn gives the player another item to trade with someone else. [9] It is also the first game in the Zelda series where the A and B buttons can be assigned to different elements, providing a variety of more puzzles and combinations
of elements. [11] Other series items that appeared in Link's Awakening include fishing and learning special songs in an ocarina; Second mechanical next Zelda game released center, Zaman Ocarina. [12] Subject Determination and characters More information: The legend of Zelda's fictional chronology is set outside the kingdom of
Hyrule, unlike the titles The Legend of Zelda. Skips locations Characters from previous games, aside from the protagonist Link and Princess Zelda are a passing mention. [11] [13] Instead, the game is located entirely on Koholint Island,[11] an isolated piece of land that breaks away from the rest of the world. The island, while small,
contains a large number of secrets and interconnected paths. [14] In the Zelda timeline, Link's Awakening takes place after Ocarina of Time and A Link to the Past, but before Oracle of Seasons and Ages. [15] In Link's Awakening, the player is given advice and directions by non-player characters such as Ulrira, a shy old man who
communicates with Link only by phone. The game includes cameo views of characters from other Nintendo games from SimCity's Super NES version, including Wart, Yoshi, Kirby, Dr. Wright (renamed Mr. Write) and Exileprens Richard from Kaeru no Tame ni Kane wa Naru. [17] [18] An enemy of the Mario series, Chomp was included
after a programmer gave Link the ability to grab the creature and take it for a walk. Super Mario Bros. enemies such as Goombas and Piranha Plants also appear in underground side scrolling sections; Link super Mario Bros can have a lot of land on them as with them, or attack them in the usual way: two methods yield different bonuses.
Director Takashi Tezuka said the freewheeling development of the play made Link's Awakening like a parody of The Legend of Zelda series. [18] Some characters in the game tear down the fourth wall; for example, young children save money to inform the player of the mechanics of the game, but admit that they do not understand the
advice that gives. [20] After the events of Conspiracy A Link to the Past, the hero Link travels by ship to other countries to train for further threats. A storm destroys his boat at sea and comes ashore on Koholint Island,[21] taken to Tarin's home by his daughter Marin. He is influenced by Link and the outside world and tells Link that if there
was a seagull, he would leave the sea and travel. [22] After Link rescued his sword, a mysterious owl tells him that he must wake Koholint's protector, the WindFish, to return home. Windfish lies in a giant egg dream on Tamaranch Mt. and can only be awakened by the Instruments of Sirens eight. Link continues to discover a number of
dungeons to recover eight tools. While searching for the sixth instrument, Link goes to the Ancient Ruins. There he finds a mural that details the reality of the island: it is a dream world created only by the WindFish. [23] After this revelation, the owl tells Link that it is just a rumor, and only WindFish knows for sure whether it is true or not.
Along Koholint Island, the nightmare creatures try to prevent The Link's quest for instruments, seeking to rule over the Wind Fish. After collecting all eight instruments from the eight dungeons in Koholint, Link climbs to tamaranch mt. and plays the Song of the Windfish. [9] This opens the egg where the Windfish sleeps; Link enters and
faces a nightmare that is getting the shape of the last evil entity, Ganon and other enemies from Link's past. [24] His last transformation was DethI, a cyclope, double-tentacle Shadow. [25] [26] After defeating Link DethI, the owl shows itself as the spirit of the WindFish and confirms that The WindFish Koholint is entirely his dream. Link
play WindFish Ballad again, he and Wind Fish wake up; Koholint Island and all its inhabitants gradually disappear. [27] Link finds himself lying on his ship's wood in the middle of the ocean, and the WindFish flies through the air. If the player did not lose any life during the game, marin's end credit is shown as he flies after he is finished.
[28] [c] Development Link Awakening began as an unconfirmed side project; Programmer Kazuaki Morita created a Zelda-like game with one of the first Game Boy development kits and used it to test the platform's capabilities. Other staff members of the Nintendo Entertainment Analysis &amp; Development division joined him after hours
and worked on the game in what appeared to be an after-school club. With Game Boy, the results of these experiments are starting to look promising. Following the release of the Super NES video game The Legend of Zelda: A Link to the Past in 1991, director Takashi Tezuka asked permission to develop the title of zelda; It is intended to
be a Link to the Past, but has evolved into an original game. [3] The majority of the team that created a Link to the Past reunited to advance this new project. It took them a year and a half to develop Link's Awakening. [30] Designer Yoshiaki Koizumi was responsible for the story of the game and designed important plot points such as the
dream world island island setting. Tezuka recalled that the early freeform development of Link's Awakening resulted in unlimited content of the game, such as unauthorized cameo appearances by characters in the Mario and Kirby series. [18] A Link to the Past screenwriter Kensuke Tanabe came on the team early and formed the basis of
the story. [18] Tezuka tried to make Link's Awakening a spin-off and gave Tanabe instructions to skip common series items such as Princess Zelda, triforce residue and Hyrule setting. [31] As a result, Tanabe proposed his game world idea of an island with eggs on top of a mountain. [31] Tezuka recalled that instead of a real Zelda play,
they did a parody of The Legend of Zelda. [32] Later, Yoshiaki Koizumi was previously assisted in the plan of a Link to the Past and was included in the team. [18] [30] Koizumi Link's Awakening is responsible for the main story, a dream also provided the idea of the island and conceived interactions with the villagers. [31] [33] Link's
Awakening was described by the show's producer, Eiji Aonuma, as the first Zelda play with a proper set-up, which Koizumi destined for his romance. [35] Tezuka aimed to make the world of the game feel similar to twin peaks, an American television series featuring characters from a small town, such as Link's Awakening. [18] He
suggested that link's Awakening characters be written as suspicious types, similar to those in Twin Peaks. [35] Tanabe created these strange characters; he was held responsible for the sub-events of the story and wrote almost all character communication except for the lines of owl and windfish. [18] [31] Tanabe applied a previous idea of
the end of the world when a large egg broke at the top of a mountain; This idea is actually for a Link to the Past. Tanabe really wanted to see this idea in a game and managed to apply Link's Awakening as the basic concept. [36] Masanao Arimoto and Shigefumi Hino designed the game's characters, while Yoichi Kotabe served as
illustrator. [37] Save for opening and ending, all pictures in the game were drawn by Arimoto. [31] Yasahisa Yamamura designed dungeons, including concepts of room and route, as well as the placement of enemies. [31] Shigeru Miyamoto, who served as the producer of Link's Awakening, did not provide creative information to
employees. However, the game joined as a test çisi and his views largely affected the second half of the development. [30] The music for Link's Awakening was composed by Minako Hamano, Kozue Ishikawa and Kazumi Totaka, who was responsible for sound programming and all sound effects. [30] As with most Zelda games, Link's
Awakening has a variation of its recurring above-world music; The theme to Yume o Miru Shima was later edited by Yuka Tsujiyoko for the orchestra and performed at Orchestral Game Music Concert 3 in 1993. [38] Super Smash Bros. Brawl contains a remix of the game's Tal Tal Heights theme. [39] In an interview about the evolution of
the Zelda series, Aonuma called Link's Awakening a quintessential isometric Zelda game. [40] At another time, he said, the Ocarina of Time would have been very different if the game had not come after a Link to the Past. [35] Tezuka said he preferred the game to A Link to the Past because he enjoyed the challenge of making a similar
game on lower-spectrum hardware. [41] Several items from Link Awakening were re-used in later Zelda titles; For example, programmer Morita, among others, created a fishing minigame that re-emerged in Ocarina of Time. Tanabe a trading sequence; Tezuka contrasted it with the Japanese Straw Millionaire folktale. This concept also
appeared in the most continued films. [18] The Game Boy Printer accessory was compatible with link's DX version of Awakening. To support the North American version of Link's Awakening, Nintendo sponsored a cross-country train competition called the Zelda Whistle Stop Tour. [42] The three-day event allowed selected players to test
Link's Awakening in a scheduled race to complete the game. [43] The event was not only for show, but also for the superior battery life and portability of Game Boy, and the latter was critical to the accessibility of the portable zelda title. [11] [42] The company's Nintendo Power magazine published a guide to the first three areas of the
game in its July 1993 issue. [17] To promote the launch of Game Boy Color in 1998, Nintendo re-released Link's Awakening as The Legend of Zelda: Link's Awakening DX. It has fully colored graphics and is backward compatible with the original Game Boy. Link's Awakening DX includes a new optional dungeon, unique enemies and
color-based puzzles (hence, non-previous color Game Boy models of the dungeon are inaccessible). [14] After completing the dungeon, the player can choose to take a red or blue tunic, which increases attack and defense respectively. The DX version also allows players to take photos after the player visits a camera shop, the owner will
appear in certain places throughout the game. A total of twelve photos can be taken that can be viewed in the store or printed with the Game Boy Printer accessory. [14] [44] She returned as Tezuka project consultant for Link's Awakening DX, and yoshinori Tsuchiyama became the new director. [31] Nobuo Matsumiya collaborated with
Tsuchiyama to implement changes to the original script; for example, tip messages were added to boss battles. [31] For the new dungeon, Yuichi Ozaki created a musical piece based on Kondo's dungeon teon in The Legend of Zelda. [31] [45] In 2010, Nintendo announced the re-release of the DX version on the Nintendo 3DS's Virtual
Console[46] and was released in June 2011. In July 2013, Link's Awakening DX was presented as one of the few Virtual Console games that members of North America Club Nintendo's elite status could use as a free gift. [47] A high-resolution re-ordeal developed by Grezzo and released for the Nintendo Switch on September 20, 2019.
[48] ReceptionAggregatorScoreGameRankingsGB: 90%[49]GBC: 91%[50]Review scoresScoreAllGameGBC: [51]GameSpotGBC: 8.7/10[52]IGN GBC: 10/10[10]Nintendo LifeGB: 10/10[53]GBC: 10/10[54]Nintendo PowerGB: 4.18/5[55]AwardscationPubliAwardNintendo PowerGraphics and Sound, Challenge, Control, Best Best
General[55]56.Best Nintendo Game[56]IGNReader's 40th Game of all time[57]Staff'S 78. [49] In a retrospective article, Electronic Monthly Gaming writer Jeremy Parish described Link's Awakening as the best Game Boy game ever, such an immersive and epic adventure. [60] Game Informer's Ben Reeves called it the third-best Game
Boy game and called it effective. [61] Chip Carter of The Washington Post explained that Nintendo had created a legend that fits in the palm of your hand and praised its portability and depth. [62] A Jōkiri from ITMedia made similar comments. [63] The author of the Mainichi Shimbun enjoyed the music and story of the play. [64] Multiple
sources touted it as the perfect portable adventure for those without time for more sophisticated games. [65] [66] Complaints about the game include a control scheme and monochrome graphics; Some critics believed it made it difficult to distinguish the content of the screen[67] and wished the game was colorful. Critic William Burrill
called the game's visuals nothing to write about Dim Boy graphics. [68] Carter and Bill Provick of the Ottawa Citizen found the two-button control layout strange, as they had to change items on almost every screen. [62] [67] Katherine Monk of the Vancouver Sun called the dialogue stilted, but always called the rest of the game surprising.
[69] Link's Awakening DX also received positive reviews from many critics and highlighted color graphics as an improvement; Based on ten media outlets, it averaged 91% in the Game Rankings. [50] IGN's Adam Cleveland rewarded the game with an excellent score, and said that throughout the color-enhanced version of the Zelda DX,
it's easy to remove Nintendo's magic to match new standards by adding new content while keeping the original game intact. [10] GameSpot's Cameron Davis applauded the game's camera support and attention to detail in coloring and style,[52] while Courier Mail commentators believed the camera added depth of play and allowed
players to display their trophies. [70] Samantha Amjadali of The Daily Telegraph wrote that adding color makes the game easier by reducing deaths caused by obscure graphics. [71] Total Games noted that the new content added little to the game, but still playing was addictive. [72] Link's Awakening sold well and helped boost Game Boy
sales by 13 percent in 1993, one of Nintendo's most profitable years in North America. [73] The game continued it lists more than 90 months after its release[74] and sold 3.83 million units by 2004. The DX version sold another 2.22 million units. [75] The game won several awards at the 1993 Nintendo Power Awards, including games in
the Graphics and Audio, Challenge, Theme and Entertainment, Play Control, and Best Overall Player categories. [55] He was awarded best gaming game of 1993 by Electronic Gaming Monthly. [59] In 1997, Electronic Gaming Monthly released the Game Boy version as the 28th best version of all time. They also praised his humorous
dialogue, heavy definess and including the best game mechanics of his predecessors. [76] Nintendo Power later selected the game as the fifty-sixth best Nintendo game[56] and in August 2008 listed the DX version as the second best Game Boy or Game Boy Color game. [77] IGN's readers believed that while the game was considered
the 40th best [57] [58] of all time, hand games were generally considered the lowest point for gaming franchises, while Link's Awakening could offer a gaming experience as rich as its console counterparts. [58] References Excerpts ^ Game Boy (original) Games (PDF). Nintendo of America Inc. was archived by the original (PDF) on
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